Abstract. In this paper we study the invariant Walker structures over the conformally flat four-dimensional homogeneous manifolds according to the Segre types of the Ricci operator.
Introduction
Conformally flat spaces are the subject of many investigations in Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian geometry. A conformally flat (locally) homogeneous Riemannian manifold is (locally) symmetric [11] , and so, as proved in [10] , it admits an universal covering either a space form R n , S n (k), H n (−k), or one of the Riemannian products R × S n−1 (k), R × H n−1 (−k) and S p (k) × H n−p (−k).
In the pseudo-Riemannian setting the problem is more complicated and of course interesting. In dimension three, the conformally flat examples were classified independently in [7] and [1] , where contrary to the Riemannian case they showed the existence of nonsymmetric examples. By expanding the results of [7] , the same authors solved the classification problem for the Lorentzian manifolds of any dimension with diagonalizable Ricci operator [8] . For homogeneous spaces, the classification problem has been completely solved for both Lorentzian and neutral signatures in dimension four [2] . A fundamental step for this classification was to determine the forms (Segre types) of the Ricci operator. Homogeneous spaces are the subject of many interesting research projects in the pseudoRiemannian framework. Four-dimensional homogeneous Lorentzian and neutral signature manifolds were studied in [3] and [5] respectively and Lorentzian Lie groups with complete classification of Einstein and Ricci parallel examples were considered in dimension four in [4] .
A pseudo-Riemannian manifold which admits a parallel degenerate distribution is called a Walker manifold. Walker spaces were introduced by Arthur Geoffrey Walker in 1949. The existence of such structures causes many interesting properties for the manifold with no Riemannian counterpart. Walker also determined a standard local coordinates for these kind of manifolds [12, 13] .
In this paper, which is based on the study of conformally flat spaces in [2] , we have determined invariant Walker structures in the case of four-dimensional conformally flat homogeneous manifolds. Conformally flat homogeneous spaces have been studied classically in pseudo-Riemannian geometry. As it is known, the existence of Walker structures on a manifold can be responsible for the existence of non-symmetric examples. So we analyze the conformally flat homogeneous pseudo-Riemannian Walker four-manifolds.
The paper is organized as follows. We recall some basic facts about the Ricci operator of a Conformally flat homogeneous four-dimensional manifold in Section 2. In Section 3 according to the forms (Segre types) of the Ricci operator we study the left-invariant Walker structures of cases with non-degenerate Ricci operator. The cases with degenerate Ricci operator and trivial isotropy invariant Walker structures will be studied in Section 4. In Section 5 we consider invariant Walker structures on the cases with degenerate Ricci operator and non-trivial isotropy.
preliminaries
Let (M, g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension n ≥ 3 and ∇ its LeviCivita connection. We use the curvature tensor with the sign convention ] for all vector fields X, Y on M . The Ricci tensor is given by the identity
for all X, Y ∈ T p M , where {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } is a pseudo-orthonormal basis for the tangent space T p M . We denote the Ricci operator and the scalar curvature by Q and τ respectively. Let p be a point of M and {e 1 , ..., e n } an orthonormal basis of the tangent space T p M . It is well-known that for a conformally flat space the curvature tensor can be completely determined using the Ricci tensor by the identity
). Moreover, the Equation (2.2) characterizes conformally flat pseudo-Riemannian manifolds of dimension n ≥ 4, while it is trivially satisfied by any three-dimensional manifold. Conversely, the condition
which characterizes three-dimensional conformally flat spaces, is trivially satisfied by any conformally flat Riemannian manifold of dimension greater than three. Now, let (M, g) be a locally homogeneous pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Then, for each pair of points p, p ′ ∈ M , there exists a local isometry φ between neighbourhoods of p and p ′ , such that φ(p) = p ′ . In particular, for any choice of an index k, φ * :
Consequently, chosen a pseudo-orthonormal basis {e i } p for T p M , by means of the isometries between p and any other point p ′ ∈ M , one can build a pseudo-orthonormal frame field {e i } on M , with respect to which the components of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives up to order k are globally constant on M .
In the special case when (M, g) is conformally flat, this is equivalent to determining a pseudo-orthonormal frame field {e i } on (M, g), such that the components of the Ricci tensor ̺ and its covariant derivatives ∇ i ̺, for i = 1, . . . , k, are constant globally on M .
To note that in particular, with respect to {e i }, the components of the Ricci operator Q are constant. Specially the Segre type of the Ricci operator stays constant on the whole space.
Following [2] , we now recall the possible Segre types of the Ricci operator for a conformally flat homogeneous four-dimensional manifold through the following tables. By the result of [7] , for a conformally flat homogeneous manifold of dimension four with digonalizable Ricci operator, the problem of study Walker structures reduces to the well known space forms. It is obvious from the last theorem that if (M, g) have digonalizable Ricci operator then the Ricci operator is degenerate. So the study of cases with non-degenerate Ricci operator restricts to the not diagonalizable ones.
Cases with non-degenerate Ricci operator
Let (M, g) be a conformally flat homogeneous four dimensional manifold with nondegenerate Ricci operator. For any point p ∈ M , we have that g(0, p) = {0} if and only if Q p is non-degenerate. Therefore, (M, g) is locally isometric to a Lie group equipped with a left-invariant pseudo-Riemannian metric and the Ricci operator of conformally flat homogeneous pseudo-Riemannian four-manifolds can only be of Segre type [1, 111] if g is neutral, or [11, 11] if g is Lorentzian [2] . The Lie group structure of the mentioned types could be realized by the following theorems. where α = 0 is a real constant and ε = ±1.
And for the Lorentzian signature we have: where α = 0 is a real constant and ε = ±1.
By using the above classification theorems we have enough tools to study Walker structures. The result is the following theorem. Proof. Since the Ricci operator of (M, g) in non-degenerate, according to the Theorem 3.1 for signature (2, 2) and Theorem 3.2 for Lorentzian signature, we have the explicit description of Lie groups and their Lie algebras. We prove that the existence of a left invariant parallel null distribution in any possible case leads to a contradiction. We report the calculations for the case (i) of signature (2, 2) . Choose the pseudoorthonormal basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } and suppose there exists a two-dimensional parallel distributionD = span(v, w) , where v = 4 i=1 v i e i and w = 4 i=1 w i e i are linearly independent and g(v, v) = g(w, w) = g(w, v) = 0 for arbitrary parameters v i and w i . Setting Λ i = ∇ e i , the components of the Levi-Civita connection are calculated using the well known Koszul formula and are
Being parallel of D is expressed by the equations (3.4)
. From g(v, v) = g(w, w) = g(w, v) = 0 and the equations ∇ e 1 v = a 1 v + b 1 w and ∇ e 2 v = a 2 v + b 2 w we have:
These equations yield that the vector v must vanish which contradicts the linear independence of v, w. By similar argument we suppose that D = span(x) is a null parallel line field, where x = 4 i=1 x i e i for arbitrary parameters x i . Thus, the following equations must be satisfied for some parameters ω i and x i ,
This system of equations yields that x = 0 which is a contradiction. This shows that no left-invariant parallel null line field exists in this case and this matter finishes the proof.
Cases with degenerate Ricci operator and trivial isotropy
) is a (conformally flat, locally symmetric) Walker manifold. In this case, Q is two-step nilpotent, that is, Q 2 = 0.
Thus, the conformally flat Ricci parallel homogeneous Walker spaces are one of the spaces of the Theorem 2.1, or admit a two step nilpotent Ricci operator. Now, let (M, g) be a not Ricci parallel (and so not locally symmetric) conformally flat homogeneous manifold with degenerate Ricci operator. First, we proceed that the cases of trivial isotropy. Except the diagonalizable Ricci operator and Ricci parallel cases, spaces with trivial isotropy are locally isometric to a Lie group G, equipped with a left-invariant neutral metric, and Q has one of the Segre types: [1, (12) , for any real constants c 1 , c 2 = 0 such that 1 − 2c 1 c 3 2 ≥ 0 and {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } with e 3 , e 4 time-like, is a pseudo-orthonormal basis. The components of the Levi-Civita connection are
Suppose that the null parallel distribution isD = span(v, w). Since v is parallel along the vectors e 1 and e 2 together with being null ofD gives the only possibility is to vanish v. This contradicts the linear independence of v and w and so, no left-invariant null parallel distribution also exists in this case. Similar argument concludes that no left-invariant null parallel line field exists and so (M, g) is not a Walker manifold.
Following [2] , for the other possible Segre types of the Ricci operator and the explicit solution presented there, we have the following result. Proof. An explicit example of a non-Ricci parallel conformally flat Lie group for the Segre types mentioned in the statement presented in [2] . We bring the details of the case of Segre type [ (1, 12) ]. The other examples could be checked by similar calculations. The components of the Levi-Civita connection are calculated using the Koszul formual, which are
If we set v = e 1 − e 4 and w = e 2 + e 3 then have g(v, v) = g(w, w) = g(w, v) = 0 which shows thatD is a null distribution. Also, direct calculations yields that
∇ e 4 w = 0, so,D = span(v, w) is a two-dimensional parallel null distribution. It is clear from the above derivations that w generates a null parallel line field and this finishes the proof. 
Cases with degenerate Ricci operator and non-trivial isotropy
After study the spaces with degenerate Ricci operator and trivial isotropy we consider cases with non-trivial isotropy in this section. For these spaces, the approach is based on the classification of four dimensional homogeneous spaces with non-trivial isotropy presented by Komrakov in [9] . In [2] , the authors checked case by case the Komrakov's list for conformally flat not Ricci parallel (and so not locally symmetric) examples with degenerate and not diagonalizable Ricci operator. The following theorem shows the possible Segre types. By using the lists which are presented in [2] for the conformally flat non-symmetric homogeneous 4-spaces with non-trivial isotropy and non-diagonalizable degenerate Ricci operator, now we are able to determine the invariant Walker structures over these spaces. Tables III, IV and V.
Theorem 5.2. Let (M, g) be a conformally flat homogeneous not locally symmetric pseudo-Riemannian four-manifold with not diagonalizable, degenerate Ricci operator and non-trivial isotropy. Then (M, g) admits invariant parallel degenerate line field D and invariant parallel null plane fieldD with the generators listed in the
Proof. Following the notation and the classifcation used in [9] , the space identified by the type n.m k : q is the one corresponding to the q-th pair (g, h) of type n.m k , where n = dim(h) (= 1, ..., 6), m is the number of the complex subalgebra h C of so(4, C) and k is the number of the real form of h C . According to the lists which are specified in [2] for the conformally flat homogeneous not locally symmetric four-manifolds with nontrivial isotropy and non-diagonalizable Ricci operator we check case by case the Walker structures and prepare the list below for the Walker examples. In each of the different cases, {u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 } is the basis of m used in [9] in the description of the quotient space M = G H , {ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , ω 4 } the corresponding dual basis of one-forms. Moreover, ω i ω j denote the symmetric tensor product of ω i and ω j . We bring the details of the case 1.3 1 :2 here and prove that in this case,D = span(u 1 , u 2 ) is a two-dimensional invariant null parallel distribution. By the table III of [2] , in this case the Lie algebra g is described by the brackets as follows
where h = span(e 1 ) and λ = 0 is an arbitrary parameter. The isotropy representation H and the pseudo-Riemannian invariant metric g, are described as If we set v = u 1 and w = u 2 , the non-zero covariant derivatives are
x i e i and suppose that D = span(x) is an invariant null parallel line field. Then, the following equations must satisfy for some parameters ω 1 , . . . , ω 4
By straight forward calculations we conclude that the following equations must satisfy
By solving the above system of equations we obtain that x must vanish which is a contradiction. Thus, no invariant parallel null line field exist in this case.
The following tables show the existence of invariant Walker structures on the non-Ricci parallel and non-diagonalizable Ricci operator conformally flat homogeneous spaces with non-trivial isotropy according to different Segre types of the Ricci operator. In these tables the columnD (respectively D) shows the generators of the invariant null parallel plane field (respectively invariant null parallel line field) in each case and the sign ✗ shows that the invariant Walker structure does not exist. 
